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Abstract 

 
In recent years, there has been a wide interesting in how groups of people work together, and in how 

collaboration might be supported. Some very important trends are only now being identified, as use of task models 
for collaborative working. A comparative analysis of selected models involving multiple users in an interaction is 
provided in order to identify concepts which are underexplored in today’s multi-user interaction. This comparative 
analysis is based on: information criteria, conceptual coverage, and expressiveness. Merging the meta-models of 
the selected models enables to come up with a broader meta-model that could be instantiated in most situations 
involving multi-user interaction, like workflow information systems, CSCW. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Technology to support groups is rapidly growing in use, some very important trends are: multiple computing 
platforms, multiple channels, multiple interaction techniques, multiple modalities, multiple environments, and 
multiple users. In particular, multi-target user interfaces (UIs) [[7]] explore variations of multiple contexts of use 
where the context of use is understood as a user interacting with a computing platform in a given environment. 
Therefore, multiple contexts of use necessarily mean multiple variations of these three dimensions. Among these 
dimensions, the multiplicity of users has been less researched than the others and has been investigated in different 
domains ranging from Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) to 
Collaborative Systems and Workflows [[23]]. Multi-user interaction is hereby referred to as a context of use where 
multiple users are initiating some interaction and/or receiving the feedback of some previously existing interaction, 
perhaps in multiple environments. Multi-user interaction is significant in a certain amount of areas such as: any 
circumstances where multiple users are involved, whether they are located in the same environment or not (e.g., 
collaboration, cooperation, competition, and coopetition), where several users are networked in a workflow, where 
they have individual or shared tasks, where the tasks are multi-user by nature. The problem is that these areas all 
have their respective understanding and definition of multiple users involved in an interaction. This situation leads 
to a series of important shortcomings, among them are: 
− Lack of understanding: the basic concepts of multi-user interaction modeling are not always well mastered and 

properly understood, such as the rationale behind their method, their entities, their relationships, their 
vocabularies, and the intellectual operations involved for modeling these aspects. 

− Matching concepts across two different models or more is difficult. It is even likely that sometimes no matching 
across these concepts could be established. 

− Communication among designers is reduced: due to the lack of software interoperability, a designer may 
experience some trouble in communicating the results of a multi-user interaction model to another stakeholder of 



the UI development team. In addition, any transition between persons may generate inconsistencies, errors, 
misunderstandings, or inappropriate modeling. 

− Heterogeneousness: these concepts, as they were initiated by various methods issued from various disciplines, 
are largely heterogeneous. 

− Lack of software interoperability: since model-based tools do not necessarily share a common format, they are 
only restricted to those models which are expressed according to their own, possibly proprietary, format. 

− Duplication of research and development efforts: due to the aforementioned differences, different research and 
development teams may reproduce similar efforts but towards their own format and terminology, thus reducing 
significantly the ability to raise incremental research. This shortcoming is particularly important for software 
development efforts which are resource-consuming. 

To address the above shortcomings, we assigned ourselves the next goals: 
1. To provide an improved conceptual and methodological understanding of the most significant models involving 

multiple users and their related concepts. 
2. To establish semantic mappings between the different models so as to create a transversal understanding of 

their underlying concepts independently of their peculiarities. This goal involves many activities such as 
vocabulary translation, expressiveness analysis, identification of degree of details, identification of concepts, 
and emergence of transversal concepts. 

3. To rely on these semantic mappings to develop a multi-user model editor that accommodates any type of input. 
This editor should help designers and developers to derive UIs for these multiple users independently of the 
underlying model. The ultimate goal is to capitalize design knowledge into a single tool and to avoid 
reproducing identical development effort for each individual model. 

 
In the remaining of the paper we present an overview of select models, thus establishing a comparative analysis 

and the results provided in order to propose a meta-model gathering the concepts identified. Following this, a case 
study and a tool supporting the meta-model are presented. The paper is wrapped up by summarizing our work, 
deriving conclusions and addressing future work and challenges. 

 
2. Analysis on the task models 
 

In HCI research, a wide variety of works have been investigated to develop methods for analyzing and modeling 
groupware tasks in multi-user situations. A common definition for a task is “an activity performed to reach a certain 
goal” [[25]]. A task model is referred to as any model produced by specific task analysis method. Task models play 
an important role because they indicate the logical activities that an application should support to reach user’ goals.    

In this section, we discuss some well-known and widely used notations, examining which characteristics they 
exhibit and which attributes they cover. It is important to realize that the way we mark a notation is subjective and it 
is based on our experience.  

 
2.1. Groupware task analysis 

 
Groupware Task Analysis (GTA) [[24]] was developed as a means to model the complexity of tasks in a co-

operative environment. GTA takes its roots both from ethnography, as applied for the design of cooperative systems 
and from activity theory adopting a clear distinction between tasks and actions. GTA describes the task world 
focusing on:  

• Agents and roles. Specifying roles and sub-roles that agents play, the relation of responsibility between roles 
and tasks. 

• Work. Involving the decomposition of tasks, the goals and sub-goals, the events that trigger the tasks, and 
the different strategies used to perform them. A task could be performed by an agent or a role. 

• Situation. Specifying the objects used in the task world as well as their structure, the history of past relevant 
events, and the work environment. 

Its framework describes a task world ontology that specifies the relationships between the concepts on which the 
task world is modeled. Based on this ontology a supporting tool to model task knowledge was also developed: 
EUTERPE [[26]].  



 
Figure 1: GTA Meta_Model 

 
 

2.2. Task knowledge structure 
 
In Task Knowledge Structure (TKS) method [[12], [13]], the analysts manipulate a TKS, which is a conceptual 

representation of the knowledge a person has stored in her memory about a particular task. TKS focuses on: 
• Roles. A role is assumed to be defined by the particular set of tasks for each an individual is responsible. A 

person may take on a number of roles and there are tasks associated with each of these roles; or a person 
could perform similar tasks under different roles. 

• Goal structure. It identifies the goal and sub-goals contained within the TKS. The goal structure also 
includes the enabling and conditional states that must prevail if a goal of sub-goal is to be achieved. In this 
way the goal structure represents a plan for carrying out the task; the plan is carried out through a procedural 
structure. A procedure is a particular element of behaviour, at the lowest level it can be an action or an 
object. 

• Taxonomic structure. Involves action(s) and object(s) knowledge. This includes the representativeness of the 
object, the class membership, and other attributes such as the procedures in which it is commonly used; its 
relation to other objects and actions, and its features [[13]].  

TKS was not developed on supporting more than one task at a time, but Johnson and Hyde [[13]] adapted the 
basic model and extended it to analyze the collaboration work structure. In order to accommodate collaborative 
tasks, they considered the mechanics proposed by Pinelle and Gutwin [[19]]. Their approach is called 
Fundamental Knowledge Structures (FKSs). Metaknowledge and mental models constitute the keystone   to an 
FKS for collaboration. It is postulated that there are three different kinds of knowledge that collaborators 
possess: 1) general knowledge about what makes for an effective collaboration, 2) individual collaborator’s 
specific knowledge of how they will collaborate to complete the task and an understanding of each collaborator’s 
contribution to the task, and 3) collaborator’s knowledge of another collaborator’s knowledge.  
 The FKS for collaboration necessarily models high-level knowledge across tasks and consequently is able to 
generate a set of general requirements for tools to support collaboration across a range of tasks [[13]].  
  



 
Figure 2: TKS Meta-Model 

 
2.3. ConcurTaskTree 

 
In ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [[18]] there are five concepts: tasks, objects, actions, operators, and roles. CTT 

constructors, termed operators, are used to link sibling tasks, on the same level of decomposition. CTT uses a tool 
(CTTE) for editing the task model used to specify tasks, roles, and objects as well as the task hierarchy with 
temporal operators. Another feature of CTT is its graphical facility providing means to describe different task types 
like abstract, cooperative, user, interactive, and application. CTT provides us with means to describe cooperative 
tasks: a task model will be composed of different task trees: one for the cooperative part and one for each role that is 
involved in the task. Tasks are further decomposed up to the level of basic tasks defined as tasks that could not be 
further decomposed. Actions and objects are specified for each basic task. Application objects are mapped onto 
perceivable objects in order to be presented to the user. Another interesting feature of CTT is the specification of 
both input and output actions that are associated to an object. Object specification is mainly intended for the 
specification of UI interaction objects (interactors). 

 
 

 
Figure 3: CTTE Meta-Model 

 
2.4. Task Object-Oriented Description  

Task Object-Oriented Description (TOOD) consists of an object-oriented method for modelling tasks in the 
domain of control processes and complex interactive systems, such as those used in air traffic control [15]. The 
method consists offour steps: hierarchical decomposition of tasks, identification of descriptor objects and world 



objects, definition of elementary and control tasks, and integration of concurrency (Figure 4). Each task is treated as 
an instance of a task class identified by a name and an identifier and characterized by a goal, a type (i.e., human, 
automatic, interactive, and cooperative), the level in the hierarchy, and the total amount of task components. The 
task body represents a task hierarchy organized using three logical constructors (i.e., AND, OR, and XOR). Each 
task is then associated with a task control structure (TCS) made up of six classes of descriptor objects that are 
consumed when the task is carried out and they are aggregated: 

 
1. The triggering class has four types of events: formal and informal events, events occurring outside and 

inside the system. 
2. The condition class contains contextual conditions governing the performance of the task. 
3. The resource class describes resources (human or system) required for the task to be performed. 
4. The input data class specifies information items required for performance of the task. To initialize a task, 

an input transition expresses logical conditions on these data by sending rules and benefits from various 
checking functions to ensure that all conditions required to perform the task are fulfilled. For instance, the 
completeness function checks that all input data are available and satisfy related constraints. 

5. The output data class specifies information items produced by the task performance. To terminate a task, 
an output transition expresses logical conditions on these data through synchronization rules and benefits 
from various checking functions. 

6. The reaction class describes physical and cognitive results resulting from the task performance. 
 

 
Figure 4: TOOD Meta-Model 

 
The combination of TOOD descriptor objects covers task hierarchy and temporal ordering. TOOD is supported 

by a graphical editor allowing analysts to specify instances of task classes as well as instances of their related 
classes. 

 



2.5 Diane  
There are two important points to be made about the way in which Diane+ (Figure 5) models a task [4]: 
 
1. The procedures describe only the characteristics specific to an application and do include the standard 

actions common to most applications, such as quit, cancel, and so on. This assumes that the supposed 
standard actions, previously defined, really apply to the application of interest. (If a standard action does not 
apply, this would be indicated.) 

2. The described procedures are not mandatory; what is not forbidden is allowed. 
 
We note that Diane+ can represent all the constraints of the above specifications. All the algorithmic structures 

do exist in Diane+, such as ordered sequence, unordered sequence, loop, required choice, free choice, parallelism, 
default operations, and so on. 

 

 
Figure 5: Diane Meta-Model 

 
2.6 HTA  

Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA; [2]) was a pioneering method of task analysis. Itwas primarily aimed at 
training users to perform particular tasks. On the basis of interviews, user observation, and analysis of existing 
documents (e.g., manuals, documentation), HTA describes tasks in terms of three main concepts (Figure 6): tasks, 
task hierarchy, and plans. Tasks are recursively decomposed into subtasks to a point where subtasks are allocated 
either to the user or the user interface, thus becoming observable. The task hierarchy statically represents this task 
decomposition. The decomposition stopping criterion is a rule of thumb referred to the p × c rule. This criterion 
takes into account the probability of a nonsatisfactory performance and the cost of a nonsatisfactory performance 
(i.e., the consequences it might produce). 

Since the task hierarchy does not contain any task ordering, any task should be accomplished according to a plan 
describable in terms of rules, skills, and knowledge. A plan specifies an ordering in which subtasks of a given task 
could be carried on, thus acting as a constraint on task performance. 

A plan is provided for each hierarchic level. Although the plan is an informal description of temporal 
relationships between tasks, it is one of the most attractive features of HTA, as it is both simple and expressive. 
Plans are very close to textual description or to the activity list of traditional task analysis. One advantage of plans is 
that they do not create any artificial tasks, as some formal notations force analysts’ to do to avoid ambiguous 
specification. 

On the other hand, because plans are informal, it is not possible to apply automatic checking of properties such 
as consistency and reachability. 



 

 
Figure 6: HTA Meta-Model 

 
Any task can be expressed in terms of goals that are reached when the corresponding task is accomplished. Each 

goal has a status (i.e., latent or active) and conditions to be satisfied. The advantage here in HTA is that goals are 
independent of the concrete means of reaching them. Therefore, for each goal at any level of decomposition, For 
each goal, several different operations for reaching the goal can be imagined and specified. Each operation is 
consequently related to a goal (or goals) and is further specified by the circumstances in which the goal is activated 
(the input), the activities (action) that contribute to goal attainment, and the conditions indicating the goal has been 
attained (feedback). 

HTA provides a graphical representation of labeled tasks and a plan for each hierarchic level explaining the 
possible sequences of tasks and the conditions under which each sequence is executed. HTA also supports task 
analysis for teamwork, as described in [1]. 
 
2.7 GOMS  

GOMS developed by [8] is an engineering model for human performance to enable quantitative predictions. By 
incorporating tables of parameter values that rely on a cognitive architecture, GOMS can be used as an engineering 
approach to task design [3]. The original GOMS model, referred as CMN-GOMS [8], is the root of a family of 
models that were elaborated later [13], such as GOMSL (GOMS language) and CPM-GOMS (Critical Path Method 
GOMS). 

Although the first uses a “mental programming language” and is based on a parallel cognitive architecture, the 
second uses a PERT chart to identify the critical path for computing execution time [5]. 

In GOMS, the concept of a method is essential, as methods are used to describe how tasks are actually carried 
out (Figure 7). A method is a sequence of operators that describes task performance. Tasks are triggered by goals and 
can be further decomposed into subtasks corresponding to intermediary goals. When several methods compete for 
the same goal, a selection rule is used to choose the proper one. 
 



 
Figure 7: GOMS Meta-Model 

 
Methods describe how goals are actually accomplished. Higher level methods describe task performance in terms 

of lower level methods, operators, and selection rules. The lowest level of decomposition in GOMS is the unit task, 
defined by [8] as a task the user really (consciously) wants to perform. Higher level methods use task flow operators 
that act as constructors controlling task execution. 

GOMS makes a clear distinction between tasks and actions. First, task decomposition stops at unit tasks. Second, 
actions that in GOMS are termed operators are specified by the methods associated with unit tasks. Action modeling 
varies depending on the GOMS model and the method specification. Operators are cognitive and physical actions 
the user has to perform in order to accomplish the task goal. Since each operator has an associated execution time 
(determined experimentally), a GOMS model can help in predicting the time needed to perform a task. 

Actions undertaken by the user are specified using external and mental operators. Some special mental operators 
are flow-control operators that are used to constrain the execution flow. Although the granularity varies according 
to the purpose of the analysis, it is clear that GOMS is mainly useful when decomposition is done at operational 
level (i.e., under the unit task level). 
 
2.8 AMBOSS  

The task models developed with AMBOSS [10] describe the hierarchical tree structure of the tasks including the 
temporal relation between the tasks (formal part of the model) and their description (semi part of the model). On 
account of this reason that framework shows task models on a semi-formal level. The task model is composed of 
tasks, rooms, roles and task relationships. Tasks are, notably, described with attributes such as name and type. The 
name of the task is generally expressed as a combination of a verb and a substantive (e.g., start decent). The type 
attribute identifies one of the three basic task types:  

 
• interactive, involves an active interaction of the user with the system (e.g., selecting a value, browsing a 

collection of items) 
• system, is an action that is performed by the system (e.g., check a credit card number, display a banner).    
• abstract, is an intermediary construct allowing a grouping of tasks of different types. 

 
The task also has attributes to determine its duration (including its boundaries minimalDuration and 

maximalDuration and the time scale used: days, hours, minutes, seconds); the precondition, the severity (indicator 
for the possible damage that arises from this task), the occurrence (the probability that a failure occurs when 
executing the task), the detection (the likelihood that this failure will be detected), the riskfactor (A riskfactor is an 
integer that arises of the multiplication of three values severity, occurrence and detection); and additionally it is 
possible to make a riskfactor write protected (isWriteProtected).  

 



 
Figure 8:Meta-Model of the Task Model 

 
The following binary taskRelationships are supported in AMBOSS [10]: 
 
• SEQ: The subtasks must execute in a fixed sequence from left to right.  
• SER: The subtasks must execute sequentially but in an arbitrary order.  
• PAR: The subtasks can start and stop in any order.  
• SIM: All subtasks have to start in an arbitrary sequence before any task can end.  Therefore at least one 

moment exists where all subtasks are running simultaneously.  
• ALT: Exactly one randomly selected subtask can execute.  
• ATOM: The task is the last one in the hierarchy (leaf) 

 
The decomposition refers to relationships where a parent task is decomposed in subtasks. For each 

taskRelationship the source and target task must be specified.  In addition, messages can be transferred from one 
task to another.  A message represents the communication between two tasks [10]. It is composed of several 
attributes like the name, the description, the medium (i.e. electronic, manual, mix), the contentType (number, text, 
graphic, gesture), the transferType (synchronous, asynchronous), the feedback and the controlObject (which ensures 
the correct delivery of these critical information); also, it contains some flags to determine if the message triggers an 
action (isTriggered), uses a specific protocol (usesProtocol), expects feedback (feedbackNecessary), is critical 
(isCritical). 

 
A barrier determines the protective mechanism of a certain task. It provides the correct execution of the task, 

which it is assigned to. The assignment is being classified either in safe or unsafe assignment. A barrier consists of 
an id, a name, a description, a type (physical, check, diagnosis, supervision, warning, equipment, procedure, 



knowledge) and a purpose (prevention, control, reduction). Barriers can be active or not, isActive, can be activated 
when the task is started, isActiveonstart.  

 
An objectAMBOSS is a unity, which is physically available and operating in a running system. An 

objectAMBOSS contains information, which is represented by attributes. It can be either a physical (isPhysical) or 
an informational one (isInformation). Tasks access such objects directly. Also, the objects could be fixInRoom, 
being allowedinRoom, being forbiddeninRoom, or has a series of assignedTask. A room denotes the spatial position 
of the role involved in the execution of the task. A room has different static properties, a unique id and name, a 
description, a maximum number of persons (nrPerson) and a flag that indicates, whether this room isLocked or not, 
i.e. this area is not available. 

 
Finally, a role describes the different actors within the task model. This role is an abstract entity. The expert who 

starts modelling and does not know at that time who is going to execute the particular task uses this kind of roles. 
They are responsible for the correct handling of the tasks they are assigned to. There are three predefined roles, the 
abstract role (this means we do not or can not assign to just the task to one role) the human and the system role. 
Roles execute tasks and they perform their task in a room. 
 
4. A multi-users interaction model  
 

In order to represent group’s requirements to coordinate their work among themselves by relying on implicit 
(e.g., manual, verbal, informal) communication schemes, it is necessary to addressing Mandviwalla & Olfman [[14]] 
criteria for support group interactions, such as the following ones we selected in our work: 

• “Support carrying out group tasks” from the individual level continuously throughout the global level: 
individual, within groups, for the group as a whole, among groups, within organization, and among 
organizations. 

• “Support multiple ways to support a group task”: in principle, there should not be unique way to carry out a 
single group task, but several mechanisms should be offered for this purpose. If a mechanism is no longer 
available, another one should be selectable. 

• “Support the group evolution over time”: when the group evolves over time, the workflow definition should 
be easily maintained and reflected in the system. 

Our meta-model (Figure 9) is intended to provide a range of classes, attributes and relationships that cover the 
majority elements that are encountered when representing multi-user interactions. 



 
Figure 9: Multi-users interaction meta-model 

 
In this meta-model, tasks are organized in a high-level of abstraction called processes. A process consists of a 

number of tasks and a set of relationships among them. The definition of a process indicate which tasks must be 
performed and in what order. A task can be: user, abstract, interaction or application task. It is decomposed into 
subtasks to consider hierarchical structure of a task tree; operators are used to link them on the same level of 
decomposition. LOTOS operators are used here for enabling, disabling, concurrency, and synchronization between 
tasks. A task may manipulate objects through actions. We introduce the concept of Job instead of role. Jobs are the 
total collection of tasks, duties, and responsibilities assigned to one or more positions which require work of the 
same nature and level.  

The job concept allows assembling tasks under a same umbrella in a way that is independent of individual 
resources in the organization unit. In this way, several individuals could play a particular job, and jobs could be 
interchanged dynamically. Typically, only resources and their roles within organizations are modeled in most task 
models, we consider that the place where the tasks are executed is an important aspect in the environment where the 
collaboration is developed. Thus, we introduce the concept of organizational unit, it is a formal group of people 
working together with one or more shared goals or objectives. It could be composed of other organizational units. 
We introduce the concept of organizational unit because across organization, asynchronous and synchronous 
sharing work objects and coordination are key issues. Resources are characterized thanks to the notion of user 
stereotype. But a same task could require other types of resources such as material resources (e.g., hardware, 
network) or immaterial resources (e.g., electricity, power). The agenda is a list of tasks that are assigned to user 
stereotype. A user stereotype has one and only one agenda and an agenda belongs to one and only one user 
stereotype. The concept of agenda is useful to cope with the cooperative aspects. We can allocate or offer tasks to 
user stereotypes through the agenda. 

 
5. Tool support and case study 
 



As any meta-model needs a concretization to be manipulated, an editor was developed to represent the above 
concepts. With this editor, we try to answer the questions: what to do, how to do that, who will do it, where it will 
be doing, and how tasks will be allocated.  

The case study analyzes how people organize the program of small conferences by using a review tool. To 
organize a conference it is necessary identify the tasks, the jobs and resources which are involved. These tasks were 
assigned to each job taking into account the role that each of them plays in the workflow. The principal tasks and 
the job in charge of develop them are:  

• Organizer: find the program committee, prepare the call for paper, distribute the call for paper, install 
conference tool, configure conference tool, find keynotes, organize submission, organize reviewing process, 
assign papers to reviewers, ask reviewers for preferences, organize discussion, take final decision, announce 
results, edit proceedings, compose program, edit final proceeding. 

• Reviewer: download paper assigned, review paper, give feedback (accept or reject papers). 
• Author: submit paper, prepare final submission, attend the conference and present the paper. 
Also, it is necessary specify the resources that are available for doing the work and where they are working, i.e. 

the organizational unit. Author resources are named as A-1, A-2, and A-3 because we do not know who will be 
interested in submit a paper. 

 
Table 1: Resource and organizational unit identification 

Resource Job Organizational unit 
Chloé Lambin Organizer UL 
Jacques Khelil Organizer UL 
Ellen Martin Organizer/Reviewer UL 
Angela Buker Organizer UL 
Steve Geller Reviewer Reviewer’s university 

Rachel Walsh Reviewer Reviewer’s university 
Dylan Leitz Reviewer Reviewer’s university 

A-1 Author Author’s university 
A-2 Author/Reviewer Author’s university 
A-3 Author Author’s university 

Review system - UL 
 
As we established before, it is possible that a resource have different jobs, in this case a reviewer can be also an 

organizer or an author.  
Within the editor, we can add the different jobs and resources (workers) involve in the organizational conference. 

Figure 10 shows other attributes of the job, as the specification, family, grade, and privileges. Also, we can have 
other attributes for the resource (worker) as the level of experience, hierarchy level (Figure 11). 

After, we can represent with rectangles each organizational unit, i.e. UL, Reviewer’s university, and Author’s 
university. Also we have a representation (small rectangles) of each job assigned to each organizational unit, at the 
same time, is possible to have the number of resources (small dots with a number) available for develop tasks. 

 



 
Figure 10: Specification of jobs 

 

 
Figure 11: Specification of resources 

 



 
Figure 12: Representation of jobs and resources 

 
After the identification of tasks, jobs, and resources, it is possible to assign tasks to resources applying the 

workflow resources patterns. This assignation was elaborated after the analysis of the characteristics (qualifications, 
skills, abilities, experience, and hierarchy level) of each resource and considering the requirements of each task. For 
instance, Install conference tool task was assigned to Ellen Martin because she is computer science engineer. 
 
Table 2: Assigning tasks to resources. 

Task Job Resource Pattern 
Find the program  committee Organizer Chloé Lambin Direct allocation 

Prepare the call for paper Organizer Jacques Khelil Capability based 
Distribute the call for paper Organizer Jacques Khelil Retain familiar 

Install conference tool Organizer Ellen Martin Capability based 
Configure conference tool Organizer Ellen Martin Retain familiar 

Find keynotes Organizer Chloé Lambin Capability based 
Submit paper Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 

Organize submission Organizer Jacques Khelil History based 
Organize reviewing process Organizer Chloé Lambin Capability based 
Assign papers to reviewers Organizer Angela Buker Hierarchy level 

based 
Download paper assigned Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 

Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin, A-2 

Direct allocation 

Review paper Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 
Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin, A-2 

Direct allocation 

Ask reviewers for preferences Organizer Chloé Lambin Retain familiar 

Give feedback (accept or reject 
papers) 

Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 
Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin,  A-2 

Capability based 

Organize discussion Organizer Chloé Lambin Direct allocation 
Take final decision Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 
Announce results Organizer Jacques Khelil Distribution by 

allocation single 
resource 

Prepare final submission Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 
Edit proceedings Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 

Compose program Organizer Chloé Lambin History based 



Attend the conference and present 
the paper 

Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 

Edit final proceeding Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 
 
This representation is also possible in the workflow editor. First, we select the job (Figure 13) and the type of 

workflow resource pattern, after we select the resource (worker) that will develop the task. In this case study, we 
show the workflow resource patterns that can be used during the design phase of the workflow.  

Once the identification of resources, organizational units, jobs, and the assignation of tasks to resources were 
specified, we can started to model the process and task model.  

 

 
Figure 13: Select of job and workflow resource pattern 

 
The processes (i.e. the way that tasks are grouped) are modeled using Petri net notations [[23]], modelling a 

process definition in terms of a Petri net is rather straightforward: tasks are modelled by transitions, conditions are 
modelled by places, and cases are modelled by tokens.  In the process dimension, building blocks such as the AND-
split, AND-join, OR-split, OR-join are used to model sequential, conditional, parallel and iterative routing. Figure 14 
represent a partial view of the tasks involved in the case study; each task is placed according to the organizational 
unit where it is developed. Petri nets have been used to model and analyze all kinds of processes with applications 
ranging from protocols, hardware, and embedded systems to flexible factoring systems and user interaction. There 
are several reasons for using Petri nets: because the semantics of the classical Petri net and several enhancements 
(color, time, hierarchy) have been defined formally, they are intuitive and easy to learn due to their graphical nature, 
they accommodate multiple tokens at the same time, and this means that, for instance, several documents could be 
processed simultaneously in different states.  

 
 

 
Figure 14: Process representation 

 
For each task, a task model can be designing to specify the decomposition in subtasks (i.e. hierarchical structure). 

This part of the editor is based on CTT [18] and IdealXML [[17]]. The hierarchical decomposition allows the user 



to know which tasks need to be carried out in order to realize its parent task. Temporal operators specify a temporal 
ordering of tasks. Those tasks being exclusively those defined as children of the main root task, no other task is 
involved here. 

 

 
Figure 15: Task model 

 
In task model part, the properties of the task can be added. 
 

 
Figure 16: Task properties 

 
Following with the collaboration among resources, by the agenda (Figure 17) a resource is notified about the 

possible tasks that are allocated or offered to him. S/he can decide to develop the task or delegate it to another 
resource that fulfills the requirements.  

 

 
Figure 17: Agenda 

 
In order to have control and knowledge of how the tasks are developed, who is in charge, and so on, the tool have a 
user interface that show the progress of each task. 



 

 
Figure 18: Task progress list 

 
6. Conclusion and future work 
 

In the research literature there is a wide variety of task models with different approaches, it is difficult to 
consider all in order to elaborate a comparative analysis. To generate our meta-model, we consider those that are 
supported by theoretical studies, accepted within the Human-Computer Interaction community, and are integrated in 
a development methodology.  

Task models analyzed in previous sections show a variety of concepts and relationships. Differences between 
concepts are both syntactic and semantic. Syntactic differences cover differences of vocabulary used for a same 
concept across models. Semantic differences are related to the conceptual variations across models. Semantic 
differences can be of major or of minor importance. A major difference consists in the variation of entities or 
relationships definitions and coverage; for instance, a same concept does not preserve a consistent definition across 
models. A minor difference consists in the variation of expressing an entity or a relationship. For example, 
constructors in GTA or TKS express temporal relationship between a task and its subtasks, although the set of 
constructors is not identical in all models, while operators in CTT are used between sibling tasks. After the analysis 
of those task models, a multi-users interaction meta-model was generated in order to cover the principal 
characteristics required to work with multiplicity entities playing a role. The meta-model applies to identify how 
tasks are structured, who perform them, what their relative order is, how they are offered or assigned, and how tasks 
are being tracked. Moreover, an editor was developed to put in practice the aforementioned model.  

Our meta-model tries to cover the principal aspect required to support group work, it include process, tasks, task 
operators (including collaboration relationship), actions, objects, resources, groups (as an attribute), organizational 
units, jobs, agendas, goals and rules (both of them as attributes). 

In a future work, we would like to integrate in our comparative analysis other task models that are focused on 
multi-users interaction. Also, it would be interested to integrate a task analysis part, until now our meta-model is 
devoted to task model.   
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Abstract 


 
In recent years, there has been a wide interesting in how groups of people work together, and in how 


collaboration might be supported. Some very important trends are only now being identified, as use of task models 
for collaborative working. A comparative analysis of selected models involving multiple users in an interaction is 
provided in order to identify concepts which are underexplored in today’s multi-user interaction. This comparative 
analysis is based on: information criteria, conceptual coverage, and expressiveness. Merging the meta-models of 
the selected models enables to come up with a broader meta-model that could be instantiated in most situations 
involving multi-user interaction, like workflow information systems, CSCW. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Technology to support groups is rapidly growing in use, some very important trends are: multiple computing 
platforms, multiple channels, multiple interaction techniques, multiple modalities, multiple environments, and 
multiple users. In particular, multi-target user interfaces (UIs) [[7]] explore variations of multiple contexts of use 
where the context of use is understood as a user interacting with a computing platform in a given environment. 
Therefore, multiple contexts of use necessarily mean multiple variations of these three dimensions. Among these 
dimensions, the multiplicity of users has been less researched than the others and has been investigated in different 
domains ranging from Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) to 
Collaborative Systems and Workflows [[23]]. Multi-user interaction is hereby referred to as a context of use where 
multiple users are initiating some interaction and/or receiving the feedback of some previously existing interaction, 
perhaps in multiple environments. Multi-user interaction is significant in a certain amount of areas such as: any 
circumstances where multiple users are involved, whether they are located in the same environment or not (e.g., 
collaboration, cooperation, competition, and coopetition), where several users are networked in a workflow, where 
they have individual or shared tasks, where the tasks are multi-user by nature. The problem is that these areas all 
have their respective understanding and definition of multiple users involved in an interaction. This situation leads 
to a series of important shortcomings, among them are: 
− Lack of understanding: the basic concepts of multi-user interaction modeling are not always well mastered and 


properly understood, such as the rationale behind their method, their entities, their relationships, their 
vocabularies, and the intellectual operations involved for modeling these aspects. 


− Matching concepts across two different models or more is difficult. It is even likely that sometimes no matching 
across these concepts could be established. 


− Communication among designers is reduced: due to the lack of software interoperability, a designer may 
experience some trouble in communicating the results of a multi-user interaction model to another stakeholder of 







the UI development team. In addition, any transition between persons may generate inconsistencies, errors, 
misunderstandings, or inappropriate modeling. 


− Heterogeneousness: these concepts, as they were initiated by various methods issued from various disciplines, 
are largely heterogeneous. 


− Lack of software interoperability: since model-based tools do not necessarily share a common format, they are 
only restricted to those models which are expressed according to their own, possibly proprietary, format. 


− Duplication of research and development efforts: due to the aforementioned differences, different research and 
development teams may reproduce similar efforts but towards their own format and terminology, thus reducing 
significantly the ability to raise incremental research. This shortcoming is particularly important for software 
development efforts which are resource-consuming. 


To address the above shortcomings, we assigned ourselves the next goals: 
1. To provide an improved conceptual and methodological understanding of the most significant models involving 


multiple users and their related concepts. 
2. To establish semantic mappings between the different models so as to create a transversal understanding of 


their underlying concepts independently of their peculiarities. This goal involves many activities such as 
vocabulary translation, expressiveness analysis, identification of degree of details, identification of concepts, 
and emergence of transversal concepts. 


3. To rely on these semantic mappings to develop a multi-user model editor that accommodates any type of input. 
This editor should help designers and developers to derive UIs for these multiple users independently of the 
underlying model. The ultimate goal is to capitalize design knowledge into a single tool and to avoid 
reproducing identical development effort for each individual model. 


 
In the remaining of the paper we present an overview of select models, thus establishing a comparative analysis 


and the results provided in order to propose a meta-model gathering the concepts identified. Following this, a case 
study and a tool supporting the meta-model are presented. The paper is wrapped up by summarizing our work, 
deriving conclusions and addressing future work and challenges. 


 
2. Analysis on the task models 
 


In HCI research, a wide variety of works have been investigated to develop methods for analyzing and modeling 
groupware tasks in multi-user situations. A common definition for a task is “an activity performed to reach a certain 
goal” [[25]]. A task model is referred to as any model produced by specific task analysis method. Task models play 
an important role because they indicate the logical activities that an application should support to reach user’ goals.    


In this section, we discuss some well-known and widely used notations, examining which characteristics they 
exhibit and which attributes they cover. It is important to realize that the way we mark a notation is subjective and it 
is based on our experience.  


 
2.1. Groupware task analysis 


 
Groupware Task Analysis (GTA) [[24]] was developed as a means to model the complexity of tasks in a co-


operative environment. GTA takes its roots both from ethnography, as applied for the design of cooperative systems 
and from activity theory adopting a clear distinction between tasks and actions. GTA describes the task world 
focusing on:  


• Agents and roles. Specifying roles and sub-roles that agents play, the relation of responsibility between roles 
and tasks. 


• Work. Involving the decomposition of tasks, the goals and sub-goals, the events that trigger the tasks, and 
the different strategies used to perform them. A task could be performed by an agent or a role. 


• Situation. Specifying the objects used in the task world as well as their structure, the history of past relevant 
events, and the work environment. 


Its framework describes a task world ontology that specifies the relationships between the concepts on which the 
task world is modeled. Based on this ontology a supporting tool to model task knowledge was also developed: 
EUTERPE [[26]].  







 
Figure 1: GTA Meta_Model 


 
 


2.2. Task knowledge structure 
 
In Task Knowledge Structure (TKS) method [[12], [13]], the analysts manipulate a TKS, which is a conceptual 


representation of the knowledge a person has stored in her memory about a particular task. TKS focuses on: 
• Roles. A role is assumed to be defined by the particular set of tasks for each an individual is responsible. A 


person may take on a number of roles and there are tasks associated with each of these roles; or a person 
could perform similar tasks under different roles. 


• Goal structure. It identifies the goal and sub-goals contained within the TKS. The goal structure also 
includes the enabling and conditional states that must prevail if a goal of sub-goal is to be achieved. In this 
way the goal structure represents a plan for carrying out the task; the plan is carried out through a procedural 
structure. A procedure is a particular element of behaviour, at the lowest level it can be an action or an 
object. 


• Taxonomic structure. Involves action(s) and object(s) knowledge. This includes the representativeness of the 
object, the class membership, and other attributes such as the procedures in which it is commonly used; its 
relation to other objects and actions, and its features [[13]].  


TKS was not developed on supporting more than one task at a time, but Johnson and Hyde [[13]] adapted the 
basic model and extended it to analyze the collaboration work structure. In order to accommodate collaborative 
tasks, they considered the mechanics proposed by Pinelle and Gutwin [[19]]. Their approach is called 
Fundamental Knowledge Structures (FKSs). Metaknowledge and mental models constitute the keystone   to an 
FKS for collaboration. It is postulated that there are three different kinds of knowledge that collaborators 
possess: 1) general knowledge about what makes for an effective collaboration, 2) individual collaborator’s 
specific knowledge of how they will collaborate to complete the task and an understanding of each collaborator’s 
contribution to the task, and 3) collaborator’s knowledge of another collaborator’s knowledge.  
 The FKS for collaboration necessarily models high-level knowledge across tasks and consequently is able to 
generate a set of general requirements for tools to support collaboration across a range of tasks [[13]].  
  







 
Figure 2: TKS Meta-Model 


 
2.3. ConcurTaskTree 


 
In ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [[18]] there are five concepts: tasks, objects, actions, operators, and roles. CTT 


constructors, termed operators, are used to link sibling tasks, on the same level of decomposition. CTT uses a tool 
(CTTE) for editing the task model used to specify tasks, roles, and objects as well as the task hierarchy with 
temporal operators. Another feature of CTT is its graphical facility providing means to describe different task types 
like abstract, cooperative, user, interactive, and application. CTT provides us with means to describe cooperative 
tasks: a task model will be composed of different task trees: one for the cooperative part and one for each role that is 
involved in the task. Tasks are further decomposed up to the level of basic tasks defined as tasks that could not be 
further decomposed. Actions and objects are specified for each basic task. Application objects are mapped onto 
perceivable objects in order to be presented to the user. Another interesting feature of CTT is the specification of 
both input and output actions that are associated to an object. Object specification is mainly intended for the 
specification of UI interaction objects (interactors). 


 
 


 
Figure 3: CTTE Meta-Model 


 
2.4. Task Object-Oriented Description  


Task Object-Oriented Description (TOOD) consists of an object-oriented method for modelling tasks in the 
domain of control processes and complex interactive systems, such as those used in air traffic control [15]. The 
method consists offour steps: hierarchical decomposition of tasks, identification of descriptor objects and world 







objects, definition of elementary and control tasks, and integration of concurrency (Figure 4). Each task is treated as 
an instance of a task class identified by a name and an identifier and characterized by a goal, a type (i.e., human, 
automatic, interactive, and cooperative), the level in the hierarchy, and the total amount of task components. The 
task body represents a task hierarchy organized using three logical constructors (i.e., AND, OR, and XOR). Each 
task is then associated with a task control structure (TCS) made up of six classes of descriptor objects that are 
consumed when the task is carried out and they are aggregated: 


 
1. The triggering class has four types of events: formal and informal events, events occurring outside and 


inside the system. 
2. The condition class contains contextual conditions governing the performance of the task. 
3. The resource class describes resources (human or system) required for the task to be performed. 
4. The input data class specifies information items required for performance of the task. To initialize a task, 


an input transition expresses logical conditions on these data by sending rules and benefits from various 
checking functions to ensure that all conditions required to perform the task are fulfilled. For instance, the 
completeness function checks that all input data are available and satisfy related constraints. 


5. The output data class specifies information items produced by the task performance. To terminate a task, 
an output transition expresses logical conditions on these data through synchronization rules and benefits 
from various checking functions. 


6. The reaction class describes physical and cognitive results resulting from the task performance. 
 


 
Figure 4: TOOD Meta-Model 


 
The combination of TOOD descriptor objects covers task hierarchy and temporal ordering. TOOD is supported 


by a graphical editor allowing analysts to specify instances of task classes as well as instances of their related 
classes. 


 







2.5 Diane  
There are two important points to be made about the way in which Diane+ (Figure 5) models a task [4]: 
 
1. The procedures describe only the characteristics specific to an application and do include the standard 


actions common to most applications, such as quit, cancel, and so on. This assumes that the supposed 
standard actions, previously defined, really apply to the application of interest. (If a standard action does not 
apply, this would be indicated.) 


2. The described procedures are not mandatory; what is not forbidden is allowed. 
 
We note that Diane+ can represent all the constraints of the above specifications. All the algorithmic structures 


do exist in Diane+, such as ordered sequence, unordered sequence, loop, required choice, free choice, parallelism, 
default operations, and so on. 


 


 
Figure 5: Diane Meta-Model 


 
2.6 HTA  


Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA; [2]) was a pioneering method of task analysis. Itwas primarily aimed at 
training users to perform particular tasks. On the basis of interviews, user observation, and analysis of existing 
documents (e.g., manuals, documentation), HTA describes tasks in terms of three main concepts (Figure 6): tasks, 
task hierarchy, and plans. Tasks are recursively decomposed into subtasks to a point where subtasks are allocated 
either to the user or the user interface, thus becoming observable. The task hierarchy statically represents this task 
decomposition. The decomposition stopping criterion is a rule of thumb referred to the p × c rule. This criterion 
takes into account the probability of a nonsatisfactory performance and the cost of a nonsatisfactory performance 
(i.e., the consequences it might produce). 


Since the task hierarchy does not contain any task ordering, any task should be accomplished according to a plan 
describable in terms of rules, skills, and knowledge. A plan specifies an ordering in which subtasks of a given task 
could be carried on, thus acting as a constraint on task performance. 


A plan is provided for each hierarchic level. Although the plan is an informal description of temporal 
relationships between tasks, it is one of the most attractive features of HTA, as it is both simple and expressive. 
Plans are very close to textual description or to the activity list of traditional task analysis. One advantage of plans is 
that they do not create any artificial tasks, as some formal notations force analysts’ to do to avoid ambiguous 
specification. 


On the other hand, because plans are informal, it is not possible to apply automatic checking of properties such 
as consistency and reachability. 







 


 
Figure 6: HTA Meta-Model 


 
Any task can be expressed in terms of goals that are reached when the corresponding task is accomplished. Each 


goal has a status (i.e., latent or active) and conditions to be satisfied. The advantage here in HTA is that goals are 
independent of the concrete means of reaching them. Therefore, for each goal at any level of decomposition, For 
each goal, several different operations for reaching the goal can be imagined and specified. Each operation is 
consequently related to a goal (or goals) and is further specified by the circumstances in which the goal is activated 
(the input), the activities (action) that contribute to goal attainment, and the conditions indicating the goal has been 
attained (feedback). 


HTA provides a graphical representation of labeled tasks and a plan for each hierarchic level explaining the 
possible sequences of tasks and the conditions under which each sequence is executed. HTA also supports task 
analysis for teamwork, as described in [1]. 
 
2.7 GOMS  


GOMS developed by [8] is an engineering model for human performance to enable quantitative predictions. By 
incorporating tables of parameter values that rely on a cognitive architecture, GOMS can be used as an engineering 
approach to task design [3]. The original GOMS model, referred as CMN-GOMS [8], is the root of a family of 
models that were elaborated later [13], such as GOMSL (GOMS language) and CPM-GOMS (Critical Path Method 
GOMS). 


Although the first uses a “mental programming language” and is based on a parallel cognitive architecture, the 
second uses a PERT chart to identify the critical path for computing execution time [5]. 


In GOMS, the concept of a method is essential, as methods are used to describe how tasks are actually carried 
out (Figure 7). A method is a sequence of operators that describes task performance. Tasks are triggered by goals and 
can be further decomposed into subtasks corresponding to intermediary goals. When several methods compete for 
the same goal, a selection rule is used to choose the proper one. 
 







 
Figure 7: GOMS Meta-Model 


 
Methods describe how goals are actually accomplished. Higher level methods describe task performance in terms 


of lower level methods, operators, and selection rules. The lowest level of decomposition in GOMS is the unit task, 
defined by [8] as a task the user really (consciously) wants to perform. Higher level methods use task flow operators 
that act as constructors controlling task execution. 


GOMS makes a clear distinction between tasks and actions. First, task decomposition stops at unit tasks. Second, 
actions that in GOMS are termed operators are specified by the methods associated with unit tasks. Action modeling 
varies depending on the GOMS model and the method specification. Operators are cognitive and physical actions 
the user has to perform in order to accomplish the task goal. Since each operator has an associated execution time 
(determined experimentally), a GOMS model can help in predicting the time needed to perform a task. 


Actions undertaken by the user are specified using external and mental operators. Some special mental operators 
are flow-control operators that are used to constrain the execution flow. Although the granularity varies according 
to the purpose of the analysis, it is clear that GOMS is mainly useful when decomposition is done at operational 
level (i.e., under the unit task level). 
 
2.8 AMBOSS  


The task models developed with AMBOSS [10] describe the hierarchical tree structure of the tasks including the 
temporal relation between the tasks (formal part of the model) and their description (semi part of the model). On 
account of this reason that framework shows task models on a semi-formal level. The task model is composed of 
tasks, rooms, roles and task relationships. Tasks are, notably, described with attributes such as name and type. The 
name of the task is generally expressed as a combination of a verb and a substantive (e.g., start decent). The type 
attribute identifies one of the three basic task types:  


 
• interactive, involves an active interaction of the user with the system (e.g., selecting a value, browsing a 


collection of items) 
• system, is an action that is performed by the system (e.g., check a credit card number, display a banner).    
• abstract, is an intermediary construct allowing a grouping of tasks of different types. 


 
The task also has attributes to determine its duration (including its boundaries minimalDuration and 


maximalDuration and the time scale used: days, hours, minutes, seconds); the precondition, the severity (indicator 
for the possible damage that arises from this task), the occurrence (the probability that a failure occurs when 
executing the task), the detection (the likelihood that this failure will be detected), the riskfactor (A riskfactor is an 
integer that arises of the multiplication of three values severity, occurrence and detection); and additionally it is 
possible to make a riskfactor write protected (isWriteProtected).  


 







 
Figure 8:Meta-Model of the Task Model 


 
The following binary taskRelationships are supported in AMBOSS [10]: 
 
• SEQ: The subtasks must execute in a fixed sequence from left to right.  
• SER: The subtasks must execute sequentially but in an arbitrary order.  
• PAR: The subtasks can start and stop in any order.  
• SIM: All subtasks have to start in an arbitrary sequence before any task can end.  Therefore at least one 


moment exists where all subtasks are running simultaneously.  
• ALT: Exactly one randomly selected subtask can execute.  
• ATOM: The task is the last one in the hierarchy (leaf) 


 
The decomposition refers to relationships where a parent task is decomposed in subtasks. For each 


taskRelationship the source and target task must be specified.  In addition, messages can be transferred from one 
task to another.  A message represents the communication between two tasks [10]. It is composed of several 
attributes like the name, the description, the medium (i.e. electronic, manual, mix), the contentType (number, text, 
graphic, gesture), the transferType (synchronous, asynchronous), the feedback and the controlObject (which ensures 
the correct delivery of these critical information); also, it contains some flags to determine if the message triggers an 
action (isTriggered), uses a specific protocol (usesProtocol), expects feedback (feedbackNecessary), is critical 
(isCritical). 


 
A barrier determines the protective mechanism of a certain task. It provides the correct execution of the task, 


which it is assigned to. The assignment is being classified either in safe or unsafe assignment. A barrier consists of 
an id, a name, a description, a type (physical, check, diagnosis, supervision, warning, equipment, procedure, 







knowledge) and a purpose (prevention, control, reduction). Barriers can be active or not, isActive, can be activated 
when the task is started, isActiveonstart.  


 
An objectAMBOSS is a unity, which is physically available and operating in a running system. An 


objectAMBOSS contains information, which is represented by attributes. It can be either a physical (isPhysical) or 
an informational one (isInformation). Tasks access such objects directly. Also, the objects could be fixInRoom, 
being allowedinRoom, being forbiddeninRoom, or has a series of assignedTask. A room denotes the spatial position 
of the role involved in the execution of the task. A room has different static properties, a unique id and name, a 
description, a maximum number of persons (nrPerson) and a flag that indicates, whether this room isLocked or not, 
i.e. this area is not available. 


 
Finally, a role describes the different actors within the task model. This role is an abstract entity. The expert who 


starts modelling and does not know at that time who is going to execute the particular task uses this kind of roles. 
They are responsible for the correct handling of the tasks they are assigned to. There are three predefined roles, the 
abstract role (this means we do not or can not assign to just the task to one role) the human and the system role. 
Roles execute tasks and they perform their task in a room. 
 
4. A multi-users interaction model  
 


In order to represent group’s requirements to coordinate their work among themselves by relying on implicit 
(e.g., manual, verbal, informal) communication schemes, it is necessary to addressing Mandviwalla & Olfman [[14]] 
criteria for support group interactions, such as the following ones we selected in our work: 


• “Support carrying out group tasks” from the individual level continuously throughout the global level: 
individual, within groups, for the group as a whole, among groups, within organization, and among 
organizations. 


• “Support multiple ways to support a group task”: in principle, there should not be unique way to carry out a 
single group task, but several mechanisms should be offered for this purpose. If a mechanism is no longer 
available, another one should be selectable. 


• “Support the group evolution over time”: when the group evolves over time, the workflow definition should 
be easily maintained and reflected in the system. 


Our meta-model (Figure 9) is intended to provide a range of classes, attributes and relationships that cover the 
majority elements that are encountered when representing multi-user interactions. 







 
Figure 9: Multi-users interaction meta-model 


 
In this meta-model, tasks are organized in a high-level of abstraction called processes. A process consists of a 


number of tasks and a set of relationships among them. The definition of a process indicate which tasks must be 
performed and in what order. A task can be: user, abstract, interaction or application task. It is decomposed into 
subtasks to consider hierarchical structure of a task tree; operators are used to link them on the same level of 
decomposition. LOTOS operators are used here for enabling, disabling, concurrency, and synchronization between 
tasks. A task may manipulate objects through actions. We introduce the concept of Job instead of role. Jobs are the 
total collection of tasks, duties, and responsibilities assigned to one or more positions which require work of the 
same nature and level.  


The job concept allows assembling tasks under a same umbrella in a way that is independent of individual 
resources in the organization unit. In this way, several individuals could play a particular job, and jobs could be 
interchanged dynamically. Typically, only resources and their roles within organizations are modeled in most task 
models, we consider that the place where the tasks are executed is an important aspect in the environment where the 
collaboration is developed. Thus, we introduce the concept of organizational unit, it is a formal group of people 
working together with one or more shared goals or objectives. It could be composed of other organizational units. 
We introduce the concept of organizational unit because across organization, asynchronous and synchronous 
sharing work objects and coordination are key issues. Resources are characterized thanks to the notion of user 
stereotype. But a same task could require other types of resources such as material resources (e.g., hardware, 
network) or immaterial resources (e.g., electricity, power). The agenda is a list of tasks that are assigned to user 
stereotype. A user stereotype has one and only one agenda and an agenda belongs to one and only one user 
stereotype. The concept of agenda is useful to cope with the cooperative aspects. We can allocate or offer tasks to 
user stereotypes through the agenda. 


 
5. Tool support and case study 
 







As any meta-model needs a concretization to be manipulated, an editor was developed to represent the above 
concepts. With this editor, we try to answer the questions: what to do, how to do that, who will do it, where it will 
be doing, and how tasks will be allocated.  


The case study analyzes how people organize the program of small conferences by using a review tool. To 
organize a conference it is necessary identify the tasks, the jobs and resources which are involved. These tasks were 
assigned to each job taking into account the role that each of them plays in the workflow. The principal tasks and 
the job in charge of develop them are:  


• Organizer: find the program committee, prepare the call for paper, distribute the call for paper, install 
conference tool, configure conference tool, find keynotes, organize submission, organize reviewing process, 
assign papers to reviewers, ask reviewers for preferences, organize discussion, take final decision, announce 
results, edit proceedings, compose program, edit final proceeding. 


• Reviewer: download paper assigned, review paper, give feedback (accept or reject papers). 
• Author: submit paper, prepare final submission, attend the conference and present the paper. 
Also, it is necessary specify the resources that are available for doing the work and where they are working, i.e. 


the organizational unit. Author resources are named as A-1, A-2, and A-3 because we do not know who will be 
interested in submit a paper. 


 
Table 1: Resource and organizational unit identification 


Resource Job Organizational unit 
Chloé Lambin Organizer UL 
Jacques Khelil Organizer UL 
Ellen Martin Organizer/Reviewer UL 
Angela Buker Organizer UL 
Steve Geller Reviewer Reviewer’s university 


Rachel Walsh Reviewer Reviewer’s university 
Dylan Leitz Reviewer Reviewer’s university 


A-1 Author Author’s university 
A-2 Author/Reviewer Author’s university 
A-3 Author Author’s university 


Review system - UL 
 
As we established before, it is possible that a resource have different jobs, in this case a reviewer can be also an 


organizer or an author.  
Within the editor, we can add the different jobs and resources (workers) involve in the organizational conference. 


Figure 10 shows other attributes of the job, as the specification, family, grade, and privileges. Also, we can have 
other attributes for the resource (worker) as the level of experience, hierarchy level (Figure 11). 


After, we can represent with rectangles each organizational unit, i.e. UL, Reviewer’s university, and Author’s 
university. Also we have a representation (small rectangles) of each job assigned to each organizational unit, at the 
same time, is possible to have the number of resources (small dots with a number) available for develop tasks. 


 







 
Figure 10: Specification of jobs 


 


 
Figure 11: Specification of resources 


 







 
Figure 12: Representation of jobs and resources 


 
After the identification of tasks, jobs, and resources, it is possible to assign tasks to resources applying the 


workflow resources patterns. This assignation was elaborated after the analysis of the characteristics (qualifications, 
skills, abilities, experience, and hierarchy level) of each resource and considering the requirements of each task. For 
instance, Install conference tool task was assigned to Ellen Martin because she is computer science engineer. 
 
Table 2: Assigning tasks to resources. 


Task Job Resource Pattern 
Find the program  committee Organizer Chloé Lambin Direct allocation 


Prepare the call for paper Organizer Jacques Khelil Capability based 
Distribute the call for paper Organizer Jacques Khelil Retain familiar 


Install conference tool Organizer Ellen Martin Capability based 
Configure conference tool Organizer Ellen Martin Retain familiar 


Find keynotes Organizer Chloé Lambin Capability based 
Submit paper Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 


Organize submission Organizer Jacques Khelil History based 
Organize reviewing process Organizer Chloé Lambin Capability based 
Assign papers to reviewers Organizer Angela Buker Hierarchy level 


based 
Download paper assigned Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 


Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin, A-2 


Direct allocation 


Review paper Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 
Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin, A-2 


Direct allocation 


Ask reviewers for preferences Organizer Chloé Lambin Retain familiar 


Give feedback (accept or reject 
papers) 


Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 
Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin,  A-2 


Capability based 


Organize discussion Organizer Chloé Lambin Direct allocation 
Take final decision Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 
Announce results Organizer Jacques Khelil Distribution by 


allocation single 
resource 


Prepare final submission Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 
Edit proceedings Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 


Compose program Organizer Chloé Lambin History based 







Attend the conference and present 
the paper 


Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 


Edit final proceeding Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 
 
This representation is also possible in the workflow editor. First, we select the job (Figure 13) and the type of 


workflow resource pattern, after we select the resource (worker) that will develop the task. In this case study, we 
show the workflow resource patterns that can be used during the design phase of the workflow.  


Once the identification of resources, organizational units, jobs, and the assignation of tasks to resources were 
specified, we can started to model the process and task model.  


 


 
Figure 13: Select of job and workflow resource pattern 


 
The processes (i.e. the way that tasks are grouped) are modeled using Petri net notations [[23]], modelling a 


process definition in terms of a Petri net is rather straightforward: tasks are modelled by transitions, conditions are 
modelled by places, and cases are modelled by tokens.  In the process dimension, building blocks such as the AND-
split, AND-join, OR-split, OR-join are used to model sequential, conditional, parallel and iterative routing. Figure 14 
represent a partial view of the tasks involved in the case study; each task is placed according to the organizational 
unit where it is developed. Petri nets have been used to model and analyze all kinds of processes with applications 
ranging from protocols, hardware, and embedded systems to flexible factoring systems and user interaction. There 
are several reasons for using Petri nets: because the semantics of the classical Petri net and several enhancements 
(color, time, hierarchy) have been defined formally, they are intuitive and easy to learn due to their graphical nature, 
they accommodate multiple tokens at the same time, and this means that, for instance, several documents could be 
processed simultaneously in different states.  


 
 


 
Figure 14: Process representation 


 
For each task, a task model can be designing to specify the decomposition in subtasks (i.e. hierarchical structure). 


This part of the editor is based on CTT [18] and IdealXML [[17]]. The hierarchical decomposition allows the user 







to know which tasks need to be carried out in order to realize its parent task. Temporal operators specify a temporal 
ordering of tasks. Those tasks being exclusively those defined as children of the main root task, no other task is 
involved here. 


 


 
Figure 15: Task model 


 
In task model part, the properties of the task can be added. 
 


 
Figure 16: Task properties 


 
Following with the collaboration among resources, by the agenda (Figure 17) a resource is notified about the 


possible tasks that are allocated or offered to him. S/he can decide to develop the task or delegate it to another 
resource that fulfills the requirements.  


 


 
Figure 17: Agenda 


 
In order to have control and knowledge of how the tasks are developed, who is in charge, and so on, the tool have a 
user interface that show the progress of each task. 







 


 
Figure 18: Task progress list 


 
6. Conclusion and future work 
 


In the research literature there is a wide variety of task models with different approaches, it is difficult to 
consider all in order to elaborate a comparative analysis. To generate our meta-model, we consider those that are 
supported by theoretical studies, accepted within the Human-Computer Interaction community, and are integrated in 
a development methodology.  


Task models analyzed in previous sections show a variety of concepts and relationships. Differences between 
concepts are both syntactic and semantic. Syntactic differences cover differences of vocabulary used for a same 
concept across models. Semantic differences are related to the conceptual variations across models. Semantic 
differences can be of major or of minor importance. A major difference consists in the variation of entities or 
relationships definitions and coverage; for instance, a same concept does not preserve a consistent definition across 
models. A minor difference consists in the variation of expressing an entity or a relationship. For example, 
constructors in GTA or TKS express temporal relationship between a task and its subtasks, although the set of 
constructors is not identical in all models, while operators in CTT are used between sibling tasks. After the analysis 
of those task models, a multi-users interaction meta-model was generated in order to cover the principal 
characteristics required to work with multiplicity entities playing a role. The meta-model applies to identify how 
tasks are structured, who perform them, what their relative order is, how they are offered or assigned, and how tasks 
are being tracked. Moreover, an editor was developed to put in practice the aforementioned model.  


Our meta-model tries to cover the principal aspect required to support group work, it include process, tasks, task 
operators (including collaboration relationship), actions, objects, resources, groups (as an attribute), organizational 
units, jobs, agendas, goals and rules (both of them as attributes). 


In a future work, we would like to integrate in our comparative analysis other task models that are focused on 
multi-users interaction. Also, it would be interested to integrate a task analysis part, until now our meta-model is 
devoted to task model.   
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Abstract 


 
In recent years, there has been a wide interesting in how groups of people work together, and in how 


collaboration might be supported. Some very important trends are only now being identified, as use of task models 
for collaborative working. A comparative analysis of selected models involving multiple users in an interaction is 
provided in order to identify concepts which are underexplored in today’s multi-user interaction. This comparative 
analysis is based on: information criteria, conceptual coverage, and expressiveness. Merging the meta-models of 
the selected models enables to come up with a broader meta-model that could be instantiated in most situations 
involving multi-user interaction, like workflow information systems, CSCW. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Technology to support groups is rapidly growing in use, some very important trends are: multiple computing 
platforms, multiple channels, multiple interaction techniques, multiple modalities, multiple environments, and 
multiple users. In particular, multi-target user interfaces (UIs) [[7]] explore variations of multiple contexts of use 
where the context of use is understood as a user interacting with a computing platform in a given environment. 
Therefore, multiple contexts of use necessarily mean multiple variations of these three dimensions. Among these 
dimensions, the multiplicity of users has been less researched than the others and has been investigated in different 
domains ranging from Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) to 
Collaborative Systems and Workflows [[23]]. Multi-user interaction is hereby referred to as a context of use where 
multiple users are initiating some interaction and/or receiving the feedback of some previously existing interaction, 
perhaps in multiple environments. Multi-user interaction is significant in a certain amount of areas such as: any 
circumstances where multiple users are involved, whether they are located in the same environment or not (e.g., 
collaboration, cooperation, competition, and coopetition), where several users are networked in a workflow, where 
they have individual or shared tasks, where the tasks are multi-user by nature. The problem is that these areas all 
have their respective understanding and definition of multiple users involved in an interaction. This situation leads 
to a series of important shortcomings, among them are: 
− Lack of understanding: the basic concepts of multi-user interaction modeling are not always well mastered and 


properly understood, such as the rationale behind their method, their entities, their relationships, their 
vocabularies, and the intellectual operations involved for modeling these aspects. 


− Matching concepts across two different models or more is difficult. It is even likely that sometimes no matching 
across these concepts could be established. 


− Communication among designers is reduced: due to the lack of software interoperability, a designer may 
experience some trouble in communicating the results of a multi-user interaction model to another stakeholder of 







the UI development team. In addition, any transition between persons may generate inconsistencies, errors, 
misunderstandings, or inappropriate modeling. 


− Heterogeneousness: these concepts, as they were initiated by various methods issued from various disciplines, 
are largely heterogeneous. 


− Lack of software interoperability: since model-based tools do not necessarily share a common format, they are 
only restricted to those models which are expressed according to their own, possibly proprietary, format. 


− Duplication of research and development efforts: due to the aforementioned differences, different research and 
development teams may reproduce similar efforts but towards their own format and terminology, thus reducing 
significantly the ability to raise incremental research. This shortcoming is particularly important for software 
development efforts which are resource-consuming. 


To address the above shortcomings, we assigned ourselves the next goals: 
1. To provide an improved conceptual and methodological understanding of the most significant models involving 


multiple users and their related concepts. 
2. To establish semantic mappings between the different models so as to create a transversal understanding of 


their underlying concepts independently of their peculiarities. This goal involves many activities such as 
vocabulary translation, expressiveness analysis, identification of degree of details, identification of concepts, 
and emergence of transversal concepts. 


3. To rely on these semantic mappings to develop a multi-user model editor that accommodates any type of input. 
This editor should help designers and developers to derive UIs for these multiple users independently of the 
underlying model. The ultimate goal is to capitalize design knowledge into a single tool and to avoid 
reproducing identical development effort for each individual model. 


 
In the remaining of the paper we present an overview of select models, thus establishing a comparative analysis 


and the results provided in order to propose a meta-model gathering the concepts identified. Following this, a case 
study and a tool supporting the meta-model are presented. The paper is wrapped up by summarizing our work, 
deriving conclusions and addressing future work and challenges. 


 
2. Analysis on the task models 
 


In HCI research, a wide variety of works have been investigated to develop methods for analyzing and modeling 
groupware tasks in multi-user situations. A common definition for a task is “an activity performed to reach a certain 
goal” [[25]]. A task model is referred to as any model produced by specific task analysis method. Task models play 
an important role because they indicate the logical activities that an application should support to reach user’ goals.    


In this section, we discuss some well-known and widely used notations, examining which characteristics they 
exhibit and which attributes they cover. It is important to realize that the way we mark a notation is subjective and it 
is based on our experience.  


 
2.1. Groupware task analysis 


 
Groupware Task Analysis (GTA) [[24]] was developed as a means to model the complexity of tasks in a co-


operative environment. GTA takes its roots both from ethnography, as applied for the design of cooperative systems 
and from activity theory adopting a clear distinction between tasks and actions. GTA describes the task world 
focusing on:  


• Agents and roles. Specifying roles and sub-roles that agents play, the relation of responsibility between roles 
and tasks. 


• Work. Involving the decomposition of tasks, the goals and sub-goals, the events that trigger the tasks, and 
the different strategies used to perform them. A task could be performed by an agent or a role. 


• Situation. Specifying the objects used in the task world as well as their structure, the history of past relevant 
events, and the work environment. 


Its framework describes a task world ontology that specifies the relationships between the concepts on which the 
task world is modeled. Based on this ontology a supporting tool to model task knowledge was also developed: 
EUTERPE [[26]].  







 
Figure 1: GTA Meta_Model 


 
 


2.2. Task knowledge structure 
 
In Task Knowledge Structure (TKS) method [[12], [13]], the analysts manipulate a TKS, which is a conceptual 


representation of the knowledge a person has stored in her memory about a particular task. TKS focuses on: 
• Roles. A role is assumed to be defined by the particular set of tasks for each an individual is responsible. A 


person may take on a number of roles and there are tasks associated with each of these roles; or a person 
could perform similar tasks under different roles. 


• Goal structure. It identifies the goal and sub-goals contained within the TKS. The goal structure also 
includes the enabling and conditional states that must prevail if a goal of sub-goal is to be achieved. In this 
way the goal structure represents a plan for carrying out the task; the plan is carried out through a procedural 
structure. A procedure is a particular element of behaviour, at the lowest level it can be an action or an 
object. 


• Taxonomic structure. Involves action(s) and object(s) knowledge. This includes the representativeness of the 
object, the class membership, and other attributes such as the procedures in which it is commonly used; its 
relation to other objects and actions, and its features [[13]].  


TKS was not developed on supporting more than one task at a time, but Johnson and Hyde [[13]] adapted the 
basic model and extended it to analyze the collaboration work structure. In order to accommodate collaborative 
tasks, they considered the mechanics proposed by Pinelle and Gutwin [[19]]. Their approach is called 
Fundamental Knowledge Structures (FKSs). Metaknowledge and mental models constitute the keystone   to an 
FKS for collaboration. It is postulated that there are three different kinds of knowledge that collaborators 
possess: 1) general knowledge about what makes for an effective collaboration, 2) individual collaborator’s 
specific knowledge of how they will collaborate to complete the task and an understanding of each collaborator’s 
contribution to the task, and 3) collaborator’s knowledge of another collaborator’s knowledge.  
 The FKS for collaboration necessarily models high-level knowledge across tasks and consequently is able to 
generate a set of general requirements for tools to support collaboration across a range of tasks [[13]].  
  







 
Figure 2: TKS Meta-Model 


 
2.3. ConcurTaskTree 


 
In ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [[18]] there are five concepts: tasks, objects, actions, operators, and roles. CTT 


constructors, termed operators, are used to link sibling tasks, on the same level of decomposition. CTT uses a tool 
(CTTE) for editing the task model used to specify tasks, roles, and objects as well as the task hierarchy with 
temporal operators. Another feature of CTT is its graphical facility providing means to describe different task types 
like abstract, cooperative, user, interactive, and application. CTT provides us with means to describe cooperative 
tasks: a task model will be composed of different task trees: one for the cooperative part and one for each role that is 
involved in the task. Tasks are further decomposed up to the level of basic tasks defined as tasks that could not be 
further decomposed. Actions and objects are specified for each basic task. Application objects are mapped onto 
perceivable objects in order to be presented to the user. Another interesting feature of CTT is the specification of 
both input and output actions that are associated to an object. Object specification is mainly intended for the 
specification of UI interaction objects (interactors). 


 
 


 
Figure 3: CTTE Meta-Model 


 
2.4. Task Object-Oriented Description  


Task Object-Oriented Description (TOOD) consists of an object-oriented method for modelling tasks in the 
domain of control processes and complex interactive systems, such as those used in air traffic control [15]. The 
method consists offour steps: hierarchical decomposition of tasks, identification of descriptor objects and world 







objects, definition of elementary and control tasks, and integration of concurrency (Figure 4). Each task is treated as 
an instance of a task class identified by a name and an identifier and characterized by a goal, a type (i.e., human, 
automatic, interactive, and cooperative), the level in the hierarchy, and the total amount of task components. The 
task body represents a task hierarchy organized using three logical constructors (i.e., AND, OR, and XOR). Each 
task is then associated with a task control structure (TCS) made up of six classes of descriptor objects that are 
consumed when the task is carried out and they are aggregated: 


 
1. The triggering class has four types of events: formal and informal events, events occurring outside and 


inside the system. 
2. The condition class contains contextual conditions governing the performance of the task. 
3. The resource class describes resources (human or system) required for the task to be performed. 
4. The input data class specifies information items required for performance of the task. To initialize a task, 


an input transition expresses logical conditions on these data by sending rules and benefits from various 
checking functions to ensure that all conditions required to perform the task are fulfilled. For instance, the 
completeness function checks that all input data are available and satisfy related constraints. 


5. The output data class specifies information items produced by the task performance. To terminate a task, 
an output transition expresses logical conditions on these data through synchronization rules and benefits 
from various checking functions. 


6. The reaction class describes physical and cognitive results resulting from the task performance. 
 


 
Figure 4: TOOD Meta-Model 


 
The combination of TOOD descriptor objects covers task hierarchy and temporal ordering. TOOD is supported 


by a graphical editor allowing analysts to specify instances of task classes as well as instances of their related 
classes. 


 







2.5 Diane  
There are two important points to be made about the way in which Diane+ (Figure 5) models a task [4]: 
 
1. The procedures describe only the characteristics specific to an application and do include the standard 


actions common to most applications, such as quit, cancel, and so on. This assumes that the supposed 
standard actions, previously defined, really apply to the application of interest. (If a standard action does not 
apply, this would be indicated.) 


2. The described procedures are not mandatory; what is not forbidden is allowed. 
 
We note that Diane+ can represent all the constraints of the above specifications. All the algorithmic structures 


do exist in Diane+, such as ordered sequence, unordered sequence, loop, required choice, free choice, parallelism, 
default operations, and so on. 


 


 
Figure 5: Diane Meta-Model 


 
2.6 HTA  


Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA; [2]) was a pioneering method of task analysis. Itwas primarily aimed at 
training users to perform particular tasks. On the basis of interviews, user observation, and analysis of existing 
documents (e.g., manuals, documentation), HTA describes tasks in terms of three main concepts (Figure 6): tasks, 
task hierarchy, and plans. Tasks are recursively decomposed into subtasks to a point where subtasks are allocated 
either to the user or the user interface, thus becoming observable. The task hierarchy statically represents this task 
decomposition. The decomposition stopping criterion is a rule of thumb referred to the p × c rule. This criterion 
takes into account the probability of a nonsatisfactory performance and the cost of a nonsatisfactory performance 
(i.e., the consequences it might produce). 


Since the task hierarchy does not contain any task ordering, any task should be accomplished according to a plan 
describable in terms of rules, skills, and knowledge. A plan specifies an ordering in which subtasks of a given task 
could be carried on, thus acting as a constraint on task performance. 


A plan is provided for each hierarchic level. Although the plan is an informal description of temporal 
relationships between tasks, it is one of the most attractive features of HTA, as it is both simple and expressive. 
Plans are very close to textual description or to the activity list of traditional task analysis. One advantage of plans is 
that they do not create any artificial tasks, as some formal notations force analysts’ to do to avoid ambiguous 
specification. 


On the other hand, because plans are informal, it is not possible to apply automatic checking of properties such 
as consistency and reachability. 







 


 
Figure 6: HTA Meta-Model 


 
Any task can be expressed in terms of goals that are reached when the corresponding task is accomplished. Each 


goal has a status (i.e., latent or active) and conditions to be satisfied. The advantage here in HTA is that goals are 
independent of the concrete means of reaching them. Therefore, for each goal at any level of decomposition, For 
each goal, several different operations for reaching the goal can be imagined and specified. Each operation is 
consequently related to a goal (or goals) and is further specified by the circumstances in which the goal is activated 
(the input), the activities (action) that contribute to goal attainment, and the conditions indicating the goal has been 
attained (feedback). 


HTA provides a graphical representation of labeled tasks and a plan for each hierarchic level explaining the 
possible sequences of tasks and the conditions under which each sequence is executed. HTA also supports task 
analysis for teamwork, as described in [1]. 
 
2.7 GOMS  


GOMS developed by [8] is an engineering model for human performance to enable quantitative predictions. By 
incorporating tables of parameter values that rely on a cognitive architecture, GOMS can be used as an engineering 
approach to task design [3]. The original GOMS model, referred as CMN-GOMS [8], is the root of a family of 
models that were elaborated later [13], such as GOMSL (GOMS language) and CPM-GOMS (Critical Path Method 
GOMS). 


Although the first uses a “mental programming language” and is based on a parallel cognitive architecture, the 
second uses a PERT chart to identify the critical path for computing execution time [5]. 


In GOMS, the concept of a method is essential, as methods are used to describe how tasks are actually carried 
out (Figure 7). A method is a sequence of operators that describes task performance. Tasks are triggered by goals and 
can be further decomposed into subtasks corresponding to intermediary goals. When several methods compete for 
the same goal, a selection rule is used to choose the proper one. 
 







 
Figure 7: GOMS Meta-Model 


 
Methods describe how goals are actually accomplished. Higher level methods describe task performance in terms 


of lower level methods, operators, and selection rules. The lowest level of decomposition in GOMS is the unit task, 
defined by [8] as a task the user really (consciously) wants to perform. Higher level methods use task flow operators 
that act as constructors controlling task execution. 


GOMS makes a clear distinction between tasks and actions. First, task decomposition stops at unit tasks. Second, 
actions that in GOMS are termed operators are specified by the methods associated with unit tasks. Action modeling 
varies depending on the GOMS model and the method specification. Operators are cognitive and physical actions 
the user has to perform in order to accomplish the task goal. Since each operator has an associated execution time 
(determined experimentally), a GOMS model can help in predicting the time needed to perform a task. 


Actions undertaken by the user are specified using external and mental operators. Some special mental operators 
are flow-control operators that are used to constrain the execution flow. Although the granularity varies according 
to the purpose of the analysis, it is clear that GOMS is mainly useful when decomposition is done at operational 
level (i.e., under the unit task level). 
 
2.8 AMBOSS  


The task models developed with AMBOSS [10] describe the hierarchical tree structure of the tasks including the 
temporal relation between the tasks (formal part of the model) and their description (semi part of the model). On 
account of this reason that framework shows task models on a semi-formal level. The task model is composed of 
tasks, rooms, roles and task relationships. Tasks are, notably, described with attributes such as name and type. The 
name of the task is generally expressed as a combination of a verb and a substantive (e.g., start decent). The type 
attribute identifies one of the three basic task types:  


 
• interactive, involves an active interaction of the user with the system (e.g., selecting a value, browsing a 


collection of items) 
• system, is an action that is performed by the system (e.g., check a credit card number, display a banner).    
• abstract, is an intermediary construct allowing a grouping of tasks of different types. 


 
The task also has attributes to determine its duration (including its boundaries minimalDuration and 


maximalDuration and the time scale used: days, hours, minutes, seconds); the precondition, the severity (indicator 
for the possible damage that arises from this task), the occurrence (the probability that a failure occurs when 
executing the task), the detection (the likelihood that this failure will be detected), the riskfactor (A riskfactor is an 
integer that arises of the multiplication of three values severity, occurrence and detection); and additionally it is 
possible to make a riskfactor write protected (isWriteProtected).  


 







 
Figure 8:Meta-Model of the Task Model 


 
The following binary taskRelationships are supported in AMBOSS [10]: 
 
• SEQ: The subtasks must execute in a fixed sequence from left to right.  
• SER: The subtasks must execute sequentially but in an arbitrary order.  
• PAR: The subtasks can start and stop in any order.  
• SIM: All subtasks have to start in an arbitrary sequence before any task can end.  Therefore at least one 


moment exists where all subtasks are running simultaneously.  
• ALT: Exactly one randomly selected subtask can execute.  
• ATOM: The task is the last one in the hierarchy (leaf) 


 
The decomposition refers to relationships where a parent task is decomposed in subtasks. For each 


taskRelationship the source and target task must be specified.  In addition, messages can be transferred from one 
task to another.  A message represents the communication between two tasks [10]. It is composed of several 
attributes like the name, the description, the medium (i.e. electronic, manual, mix), the contentType (number, text, 
graphic, gesture), the transferType (synchronous, asynchronous), the feedback and the controlObject (which ensures 
the correct delivery of these critical information); also, it contains some flags to determine if the message triggers an 
action (isTriggered), uses a specific protocol (usesProtocol), expects feedback (feedbackNecessary), is critical 
(isCritical). 


 
A barrier determines the protective mechanism of a certain task. It provides the correct execution of the task, 


which it is assigned to. The assignment is being classified either in safe or unsafe assignment. A barrier consists of 
an id, a name, a description, a type (physical, check, diagnosis, supervision, warning, equipment, procedure, 







knowledge) and a purpose (prevention, control, reduction). Barriers can be active or not, isActive, can be activated 
when the task is started, isActiveonstart.  


 
An objectAMBOSS is a unity, which is physically available and operating in a running system. An 


objectAMBOSS contains information, which is represented by attributes. It can be either a physical (isPhysical) or 
an informational one (isInformation). Tasks access such objects directly. Also, the objects could be fixInRoom, 
being allowedinRoom, being forbiddeninRoom, or has a series of assignedTask. A room denotes the spatial position 
of the role involved in the execution of the task. A room has different static properties, a unique id and name, a 
description, a maximum number of persons (nrPerson) and a flag that indicates, whether this room isLocked or not, 
i.e. this area is not available. 


 
Finally, a role describes the different actors within the task model. This role is an abstract entity. The expert who 


starts modelling and does not know at that time who is going to execute the particular task uses this kind of roles. 
They are responsible for the correct handling of the tasks they are assigned to. There are three predefined roles, the 
abstract role (this means we do not or can not assign to just the task to one role) the human and the system role. 
Roles execute tasks and they perform their task in a room. 
 
4. A multi-users interaction model  
 


In order to represent group’s requirements to coordinate their work among themselves by relying on implicit 
(e.g., manual, verbal, informal) communication schemes, it is necessary to addressing Mandviwalla & Olfman [[14]] 
criteria for support group interactions, such as the following ones we selected in our work: 


• “Support carrying out group tasks” from the individual level continuously throughout the global level: 
individual, within groups, for the group as a whole, among groups, within organization, and among 
organizations. 


• “Support multiple ways to support a group task”: in principle, there should not be unique way to carry out a 
single group task, but several mechanisms should be offered for this purpose. If a mechanism is no longer 
available, another one should be selectable. 


• “Support the group evolution over time”: when the group evolves over time, the workflow definition should 
be easily maintained and reflected in the system. 


Our meta-model (Figure 9) is intended to provide a range of classes, attributes and relationships that cover the 
majority elements that are encountered when representing multi-user interactions. 







 
Figure 9: Multi-users interaction meta-model 


 
In this meta-model, tasks are organized in a high-level of abstraction called processes. A process consists of a 


number of tasks and a set of relationships among them. The definition of a process indicate which tasks must be 
performed and in what order. A task can be: user, abstract, interaction or application task. It is decomposed into 
subtasks to consider hierarchical structure of a task tree; operators are used to link them on the same level of 
decomposition. LOTOS operators are used here for enabling, disabling, concurrency, and synchronization between 
tasks. A task may manipulate objects through actions. We introduce the concept of Job instead of role. Jobs are the 
total collection of tasks, duties, and responsibilities assigned to one or more positions which require work of the 
same nature and level.  


The job concept allows assembling tasks under a same umbrella in a way that is independent of individual 
resources in the organization unit. In this way, several individuals could play a particular job, and jobs could be 
interchanged dynamically. Typically, only resources and their roles within organizations are modeled in most task 
models, we consider that the place where the tasks are executed is an important aspect in the environment where the 
collaboration is developed. Thus, we introduce the concept of organizational unit, it is a formal group of people 
working together with one or more shared goals or objectives. It could be composed of other organizational units. 
We introduce the concept of organizational unit because across organization, asynchronous and synchronous 
sharing work objects and coordination are key issues. Resources are characterized thanks to the notion of user 
stereotype. But a same task could require other types of resources such as material resources (e.g., hardware, 
network) or immaterial resources (e.g., electricity, power). The agenda is a list of tasks that are assigned to user 
stereotype. A user stereotype has one and only one agenda and an agenda belongs to one and only one user 
stereotype. The concept of agenda is useful to cope with the cooperative aspects. We can allocate or offer tasks to 
user stereotypes through the agenda. 


 
5. Tool support and case study 
 







As any meta-model needs a concretization to be manipulated, an editor was developed to represent the above 
concepts. With this editor, we try to answer the questions: what to do, how to do that, who will do it, where it will 
be doing, and how tasks will be allocated.  


The case study analyzes how people organize the program of small conferences by using a review tool. To 
organize a conference it is necessary identify the tasks, the jobs and resources which are involved. These tasks were 
assigned to each job taking into account the role that each of them plays in the workflow. The principal tasks and 
the job in charge of develop them are:  


• Organizer: find the program committee, prepare the call for paper, distribute the call for paper, install 
conference tool, configure conference tool, find keynotes, organize submission, organize reviewing process, 
assign papers to reviewers, ask reviewers for preferences, organize discussion, take final decision, announce 
results, edit proceedings, compose program, edit final proceeding. 


• Reviewer: download paper assigned, review paper, give feedback (accept or reject papers). 
• Author: submit paper, prepare final submission, attend the conference and present the paper. 
Also, it is necessary specify the resources that are available for doing the work and where they are working, i.e. 


the organizational unit. Author resources are named as A-1, A-2, and A-3 because we do not know who will be 
interested in submit a paper. 


 
Table 1: Resource and organizational unit identification 


Resource Job Organizational unit 
Chloé Lambin Organizer UL 
Jacques Khelil Organizer UL 
Ellen Martin Organizer/Reviewer UL 
Angela Buker Organizer UL 
Steve Geller Reviewer Reviewer’s university 


Rachel Walsh Reviewer Reviewer’s university 
Dylan Leitz Reviewer Reviewer’s university 


A-1 Author Author’s university 
A-2 Author/Reviewer Author’s university 
A-3 Author Author’s university 


Review system - UL 
 
As we established before, it is possible that a resource have different jobs, in this case a reviewer can be also an 


organizer or an author.  
Within the editor, we can add the different jobs and resources (workers) involve in the organizational conference. 


Figure 10 shows other attributes of the job, as the specification, family, grade, and privileges. Also, we can have 
other attributes for the resource (worker) as the level of experience, hierarchy level (Figure 11). 


After, we can represent with rectangles each organizational unit, i.e. UL, Reviewer’s university, and Author’s 
university. Also we have a representation (small rectangles) of each job assigned to each organizational unit, at the 
same time, is possible to have the number of resources (small dots with a number) available for develop tasks. 


 







 
Figure 10: Specification of jobs 


 


 
Figure 11: Specification of resources 


 







 
Figure 12: Representation of jobs and resources 


 
After the identification of tasks, jobs, and resources, it is possible to assign tasks to resources applying the 


workflow resources patterns. This assignation was elaborated after the analysis of the characteristics (qualifications, 
skills, abilities, experience, and hierarchy level) of each resource and considering the requirements of each task. For 
instance, Install conference tool task was assigned to Ellen Martin because she is computer science engineer. 
 
Table 2: Assigning tasks to resources. 


Task Job Resource Pattern 
Find the program  committee Organizer Chloé Lambin Direct allocation 


Prepare the call for paper Organizer Jacques Khelil Capability based 
Distribute the call for paper Organizer Jacques Khelil Retain familiar 


Install conference tool Organizer Ellen Martin Capability based 
Configure conference tool Organizer Ellen Martin Retain familiar 


Find keynotes Organizer Chloé Lambin Capability based 
Submit paper Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 


Organize submission Organizer Jacques Khelil History based 
Organize reviewing process Organizer Chloé Lambin Capability based 
Assign papers to reviewers Organizer Angela Buker Hierarchy level 


based 
Download paper assigned Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 


Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin, A-2 


Direct allocation 


Review paper Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 
Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin, A-2 


Direct allocation 


Ask reviewers for preferences Organizer Chloé Lambin Retain familiar 


Give feedback (accept or reject 
papers) 


Reviewer Steve Geller, Rachel 
Walsh, Dylan Leitz, 
Ellen Martin,  A-2 


Capability based 


Organize discussion Organizer Chloé Lambin Direct allocation 
Take final decision Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 
Announce results Organizer Jacques Khelil Distribution by 


allocation single 
resource 


Prepare final submission Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 
Edit proceedings Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 


Compose program Organizer Chloé Lambin History based 







Attend the conference and present 
the paper 


Author A-1, A-2, A-3 Deferred 


Edit final proceeding Organizer Angela Buker Capability based 
 
This representation is also possible in the workflow editor. First, we select the job (Figure 13) and the type of 


workflow resource pattern, after we select the resource (worker) that will develop the task. In this case study, we 
show the workflow resource patterns that can be used during the design phase of the workflow.  


Once the identification of resources, organizational units, jobs, and the assignation of tasks to resources were 
specified, we can started to model the process and task model.  


 


 
Figure 13: Select of job and workflow resource pattern 


 
The processes (i.e. the way that tasks are grouped) are modeled using Petri net notations [[23]], modelling a 


process definition in terms of a Petri net is rather straightforward: tasks are modelled by transitions, conditions are 
modelled by places, and cases are modelled by tokens.  In the process dimension, building blocks such as the AND-
split, AND-join, OR-split, OR-join are used to model sequential, conditional, parallel and iterative routing. Figure 14 
represent a partial view of the tasks involved in the case study; each task is placed according to the organizational 
unit where it is developed. Petri nets have been used to model and analyze all kinds of processes with applications 
ranging from protocols, hardware, and embedded systems to flexible factoring systems and user interaction. There 
are several reasons for using Petri nets: because the semantics of the classical Petri net and several enhancements 
(color, time, hierarchy) have been defined formally, they are intuitive and easy to learn due to their graphical nature, 
they accommodate multiple tokens at the same time, and this means that, for instance, several documents could be 
processed simultaneously in different states.  


 
 


 
Figure 14: Process representation 


 
For each task, a task model can be designing to specify the decomposition in subtasks (i.e. hierarchical structure). 


This part of the editor is based on CTT [18] and IdealXML [[17]]. The hierarchical decomposition allows the user 







to know which tasks need to be carried out in order to realize its parent task. Temporal operators specify a temporal 
ordering of tasks. Those tasks being exclusively those defined as children of the main root task, no other task is 
involved here. 


 


 
Figure 15: Task model 


 
In task model part, the properties of the task can be added. 
 


 
Figure 16: Task properties 


 
Following with the collaboration among resources, by the agenda (Figure 17) a resource is notified about the 


possible tasks that are allocated or offered to him. S/he can decide to develop the task or delegate it to another 
resource that fulfills the requirements.  


 


 
Figure 17: Agenda 


 
In order to have control and knowledge of how the tasks are developed, who is in charge, and so on, the tool have a 
user interface that show the progress of each task. 







 


 
Figure 18: Task progress list 


 
6. Conclusion and future work 
 


In the research literature there is a wide variety of task models with different approaches, it is difficult to 
consider all in order to elaborate a comparative analysis. To generate our meta-model, we consider those that are 
supported by theoretical studies, accepted within the Human-Computer Interaction community, and are integrated in 
a development methodology.  


Task models analyzed in previous sections show a variety of concepts and relationships. Differences between 
concepts are both syntactic and semantic. Syntactic differences cover differences of vocabulary used for a same 
concept across models. Semantic differences are related to the conceptual variations across models. Semantic 
differences can be of major or of minor importance. A major difference consists in the variation of entities or 
relationships definitions and coverage; for instance, a same concept does not preserve a consistent definition across 
models. A minor difference consists in the variation of expressing an entity or a relationship. For example, 
constructors in GTA or TKS express temporal relationship between a task and its subtasks, although the set of 
constructors is not identical in all models, while operators in CTT are used between sibling tasks. After the analysis 
of those task models, a multi-users interaction meta-model was generated in order to cover the principal 
characteristics required to work with multiplicity entities playing a role. The meta-model applies to identify how 
tasks are structured, who perform them, what their relative order is, how they are offered or assigned, and how tasks 
are being tracked. Moreover, an editor was developed to put in practice the aforementioned model.  


Our meta-model tries to cover the principal aspect required to support group work, it include process, tasks, task 
operators (including collaboration relationship), actions, objects, resources, groups (as an attribute), organizational 
units, jobs, agendas, goals and rules (both of them as attributes). 


In a future work, we would like to integrate in our comparative analysis other task models that are focused on 
multi-users interaction. Also, it would be interested to integrate a task analysis part, until now our meta-model is 
devoted to task model.   
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